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Abstract
in machine translation, long sentences
are usually assumed to be difficult to
treat. The main reason is the syntactic
ambiguity which increases explosively
as a sentence become longer.
Especially, in the machine translation
using sentence patterns, a long
sentence causes a critical coverage
problem. In this paper, we present a
method of sentence partitioning which
recognizes sub-sentence ranges by
structure analysis, reducing the length
of a sentence for translation. For the
analysis of the clausal structure,
phrase-level sentence patterns which
have only a little syntactic ambiguities
are employed. The structure analysis is
conducted by the recognition of
starting points of all clauses,
dependency analysis, and depth
analysis. Then, the ranges of
sub-sentences are extracted based on
the depth by stages. Our method was
evaluated on 108 sentences extracted
from CNN transcripts. It showed
85.2% accuracy in the detection of
simple sentences.
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Introduction

In machine translation, the quality and the
efficiency of translation of long sentences is very
low. It is because as the length of a sentence goes
up, the syntactic ambiguity of sentence increases
rapidly. Also, in the machine translation using
the sentence pattern, we can obtain a high
translation quality, but as the length of input
sentence increases, critical coverage problem is
encountered[Seo et al., 2001]. For these
problems, a long sentence should be partitioned

into smaller fragments and translated with
smaller units. The enlargement of a sentence is
usually due to the embeddings and
and
conjunctions of clauses. So, the partitioning of a
long sentence is achieved by recognizing the
relative clauses and the conjunctive clauses.
This paper presents a method of recognizing
the ranges of sub-sentences in a sentence by the
clausal structure analysis using sentence pattern.
A sentence pattern is a phrase-level pattern of a
sentence which doesn’t have much syntactic
ambiguity. So, we analyze the syntactic
ambiguities in clause-level with the whole
sentence pattern information. We get the
inspiration from the fact that a long sentence is
usually formed by conjunctions of clauses, so the
traditional phrasal rule is not sufficient for
resolving the dependencies in wide range
between clauses. The clause-level structure can
be analyzed effectively by considering global
sentence pattern.
The sentence structure analysis is to determine
the ranges of sub-sentences, the relations
between them, and the depth of each clause. And
the sequence of ranges of sub-sentences are
extracted based on the depth. The goal of this
paper is not the perfect analysis of the clausal
structure, but the determination of the
sub-sentence ranges for the translation. The
partition ranges are only a part of sub-sentence
ranges resulted from structure analysis, and the
partition ranges are mainly used for the
pattern-based translation system on which this
paper is based.
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Related Work

In syntactic analysis, because of the difficulty of
long sentence analysis, a lot of researches about
the coordinate conjunction or the sentence
segmentation were made. [Peh and Ting, 1996]

segments a sentence by disambiguating the role
of link words such as comma and conjunction
using a neural network model. In [Kim and Kim,
1997], a method of sentence segmentation by the
segmentation point and functionality checking
was presented. These methods partition a
sentence only by the keyword corresponding to
clues of segmentation and the context in the
vicinity. And the dependency analysis of clauses
is little accomplished, though the clauses in a
sentence have a structure.
In [Kim and Ehara, 1994], partition points are
searched by using multi-layered pattern matching.
In [Okumura and Muraki, 1990], [Kurohashi and
Nagao, 1994] and [Yoon and Song, 1997], they
analyze coordinate structures using a parallelism.
Similarly, we analyze the coordiantion using a
parallelism. But instead of thorough analysis of
coordination, we conduct simple analysis of
coordination only between clauses, and leave the
remaining ambiguites to be resolved by the
translation patterns[Seo et al., 2001].
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Machine Translation using the
Sentence Patterns

In spite of technological attempts for many years,
the translation quality of different language pairs
such as English-to-Korean is very low. The
major causes would be enumerated as follows
[Choi et al., 1999]:
• Many ambiguities is caused by uncertain
boundary of right association in parsing
• Incorrect translation in whole sentence is
occurred by not considering global translation
pattern such as sentence, but local translation
patterns such as phrases or clauses as translation
unit of sentence.
• Translation quality comes to a standstill due to
conflicts in massive translation rules
accumulated every year.
To solve these problems, new machine
translation methodology based on the sentence
pattern has been developed. According to this
methodology,
CaptionEye/EK,
an
English-to-Korean caption translation system,
has been developed. The new machine
translation methodology has characteristics of
both shallow bottom-up parsing by protectors
and top-down matching by structure-oriented
sentence patterns. The protector is a special

part-of-speech such as a verb or a conjunction
which cause many ambiguities in a sentence
analysis.
CaptionEye/EK has basically the formalism as
follows: the system carries out English sentence
analysis in which English sentence pattern is
built by partial parser between protectors, tries to
match English sentence pattern with its Korean
sentence pattern, and then generates a Korean
sentence from it. With the pattern based
methodology, we can reduce the syntactic
ambiguities by confining the range of partial
parsing, and prevent the unlimited generation of
target translation by matching English sentence
pattern with its Korean sentence pattern. But as
the length of sentence increases, the number of
sentence pattern to build increases explosively,
causing serious coverage problem. For this, a
long sentence should be partitioned into smaller
fragments and translated with smaller units.
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Sentence Structure Analysis

The overall process of sentence structure analysis
is shown in Figure 1. First, a sentence pattern for
the structure analysis is generated. The sentence
pattern makes it easy to use adequate information
of whole sentence pattern for the clause-level
structure analysis and to describe the context for
the recognition of omitted conjunction. Then, the
starting points of all clauses are recognized.
Third, the dependency between each clause is
analyzed. Finally, the depths of all clauses are
determined. Once the depths are determined, the
partitioning ranges are extracted based on the
depth.
English Sentence

Sentence pattern generation

Recognition of
the starting point of all clauses

Dependency analysis
between each clause

Determination of depth
of each clause

Depth List in Sentence

Figure 1. Overall Process of Sentence Structure Analysis

4.1

Sentence Pattern Generation

The sentence pattern is generated from
morphological analysis and partial parsing. For
the partial parsing, the linguistic part-of-speeches
causing syntactic ambiguities are detected, and
fixing them as boundary points, the partial
parsing of the phrase is conducted only between
them. The part-of-speeches causing syntactic
ambiguities are verb, conjunction (including a
relative, an interrogative), punctuation mark such
as ‘comma’ in English. They are also
constituents which play an important role in
characterizing the sentence structure. The
following shows the example of sentence pattern
generation.
[Input Sentence]
A friend who was with him said that he was
concerned about the media coverage and the
controversy that has resulted from those crosses.
[Morphological Analysis]
(det:determiner,
pron:pronoun)

prep:preposition,

conj:conjuntion,

A(det)
friend(noun)
who(conj)
was(verb)
with(prep) him(pron) said(verb) that(conj) he(pron)
was_concerned_about(verb) the(det) media(noun)
coverage(noun)
and(conj)
the(det)
controversy(noun)
that(conj)
has(aux)
resulted(verb) from(prep) those(det) crosses(noun).
[Partial Parsing]
(det noun => NP) conj verb (prep pron => PP) verb
conj (pron => NP) verb (det noun noun => NP) conj
(det noun => NP) conj (aux verb => verb) (prep det
noun => PP).
[Sentence Pattern]
(n: NP, V:verb, p:PP, C:conj)
nCVpVCnVnCnCVp

4.2

Recognition of Clauses

For the structure analysis, all clauses in a
sentence are recognized. It is for matching each
main verb to its clause using the premise that one
clause has one main verb, and for analyzing the
dependencies between all clauses. The starting
points of all clauses are recognized by two type
of patterns. One is the fixed pattern such as
combination of conjunction and comma, and the
other is the patterns in DB for the ellipsis of
conjunction. The DB pattern is for recognizing
all starting points. The patterns for the
recognition of starting points are classified as
follows, where ‘n’ means noun phrase, ‘V’ verb,
‘C’ conjunction, and finally ‘(..)’ optional slot.

1) ‘C’: In the case such as “that, who, which, when,
if, because, …”, all cases are recognized as
starting point candidates. It includes a
subordinate conjunction, a relative, an
interrogative, but not a coordinate conjunction.
2) “, (n) V”, “and (n) V”: In case a comma or ‘and’
connects clauses, it is necessary to determine
which clause this clause is coordinate with. And it
may be necessary to disambiguate whether they
connect noun phrases or clauses. If they connect
noun phrases, this point is removed from starting
points. For example, in the sentence “he said his
wife and son were.”, the conjunction ‘and’
connects noun phrases. So, it must be removed
from the starting points.
3) “, and”, “, but”, “:”: In case “, and” or “, but” or
“:” divides a clause, the sentence is considered
to be separated away by them. In the sentence
“We would have known that we had improperly
located the procurement directorate, and NATO
would have disapproved the target”, the “, and”
separates away the sentence. So, the clause
connected by ‘and’ is always coordinate with the
main clause.
4) The DB pattern for the ellipsis of conjunction:
For the ellipsis of the conjunction ‘that’ or a
objective relative pronoun, the patterns
describing the context are stored in DB. If the
DB pattern matches the input sentence pattern,
the marked point in the DB pattern is recognized
as starting point. The following is the example
of patterns in DB.
- V[T5] /n V: A pattern for the ellipsis of the
conjunction ‘that’ such as “and they say /it could take
quite sometime”.
- V[!D1] n /n V: A pattern for the ellipsis of a relative
pronoun such as “their employers are searching
the medications /they take”. Hence, this pattern
means that the verb which doesn’t take 2 objects
come before the pattern ‘n n’.

In case there are sequences of noun phrases
between clauses in starting point pattern 2), there
occurs an ambiguity about which point divides
the clauses. For the ambiguity of parallel noun
phrases, we use some simple hueristics. The
typical pattern of sequence of noun phrases has
combination of comma, ‘and’ and noun phrases.
Because the subject of clause is usually pronoun,
we recognize the first point beginning with
pronoun as the most possible point of partition.
Also, we examine the semantic categories of the
head nouns, and chunk the sequence of
semantically similar noun phrases. So we
exclude the points between them from starting
points. If there is no precedence in starting points,
we select the last points as a starting point. For

example, in the sentence “They've been told that
they've been told that they expect Yugoslav army
soldiers and also special Serbian police, the
so-called MUP, their instructions on dealing with
the Yugoslav forces is the same. ”, there is
ambiguity where the third clause begins, and of
the noun phrases between two clauses the last
noun phrase, “their instruction” is considered to
be partitioning point.
In recognizing starting points, we estimate the
main verb and the noun phrase corresponding to
subject. We select as a main verb the first verb
with tense, which is not an infinitive or a
participle. Then, we recognize the first noun
phrase before the main verb as the subject. The
following example shows recognized starting
points of the sentence in section 4.1, where ‘/’
means partitioning point and underlined verbs
are main verbs.
[Input Sentence]
A friend /who was with him said /that he was
concerned about the media coverage and the
controversy /that has resulted from those crosses.
[Recognition of Starting Points]
n/CVpV/CnVnCn/CVp

4.3

Dependency Analysis

The dependency is analyzed by the rule for
dependency resolution and by the parallelism
analysis. The dependency is described by
dependency link and dependency relation. The
dependency link represents a point which a
clause is subordinate to or coordinate with, and
the dependency relation represents whether a
clause is subordinate to other clause or
coordinate with other clause.
If a clause ‘A’ depends on the other clause ‘B’
subordinately, the dependency link of the starting
point ‘A’ points to the starting point ‘B’, and
dependency relation is subordinate. A slot
designates the phrase or the part-of-speech
composing sentence pattern. For example, in the
sentence “I also know that many churches and
other religious institutions have been taking up
collections, we are grateful for that as well”, the
clause beginning with “many churches” is
subordinate to the main clause of the sentence,
and the clause beginning with “we are” is
coordinate with the main clause.
The type of rule for dependency resolution is
classified according to the type of conjunction or

clause
as
follows.
(In
below,
the
‘dependency[i].link’
and
the
‘dependency[i].depend’ means whether the slot i
is subordinate to other slot, or the slot i is
coordinate
with
other
slot.
When
‘dependency[i].depend’ is ‘1’, the slot i is
subordinate to other slot, and when
‘dependency[i].depend’ is ‘0’, the slot i is
coordinate with other slot.)
1. In starting point, neither comma nor ‘and’ is
included.
1.1
‘C’: In case of that-clause, relative-clause
and interrogative-clause, the clause is
subordinate to the preceding clause.
dependency[i].link = just preceding slot index.
dependency[i].depend = 1.
1.2
the others: The clause is coordinate with
the preceding clause.
dependency[i].link = the starting point index of
the preceding clause.
dependency[i].depend = 0.
2. In starting point, comma or ‘and’ is included.
2.1 “(C) n V”, “and (C) n V”: The clause is
coordinate with the most similar clause in ahead.
dependency[i].link = the starting point index of
the most similar clause in ahead.
dependency[i].depend = 0.
The similarity between clauses is a weighted
summation of the similarity between conjunctions,
the subjects, and the verbs. The information
referenced for these similarities is as follows.
- similarity between conjunctions: lexical
similarity, type of conjunction
- similarity between the subjects: lexical
similarity, type, semantic category of the
headword of noun phrase

- similarity between the subjects: lexical
similarity, type, tense, auxiliary verb of the
verbs.
2.2 “, (n) V”: In case there is a starting point
without “(n) V” in ahead, current starting point
is linked to that starting point.
dependency[i].link = the slot index of starting
point without “(n) V” in ahead
dependency[i].depend = 0;
This is the case there are included clause such as
“Lack of water, as anybody who has a lawn
knows, kills grass.”. The starting point of
included clause is subordinate to the main
clause.
2.3 “, and”, “, but” or “:”: In case “, and”, “, but”
or “:”divide a clauses, the clause is not
dependent on any clause in ahead, that is, the
sentence is separated at this points.
dependency[i].link = -1,

dependency[i].depend = 0;
2.4 the others: The clause is coordinate with the
just preceding clause.
dependency[i].link = just preceding slot index
dependency[i].depend = 0;

When the dependency analysis is done, main
verbs are linked to their starting point. We can
assume that basically each clause has its one
main verb. So, if a starting point candidate has no
main verb, that candidate must be removed from
starting points. Also, we can resolve the range of
a relative clause or noun clause included in a
sentence by matching a main verb to a starting
point its clause.
By linguistic constraints, the link between a
starting point of a clause and the main verb of the
clause must not be crossed. So, for linking a main
verb of a clause to the starting point of the clause,
whenever we meet a main verb, we link the verb
to the right-most starting point which isn’t linked
to its main verb in the left-side starting points.
Figure 2 shows such example evidently. In the
figure, the ranges of what-clause and that-clause
also are determined. The what-clause ends at the
previous slot of the main verb of that-clause, and
the that-clause ends at the previous slot of the
main verb of whole sentence.

5 /C
6n
7V
8n
9C
10 n
11 /C
12 V
13 p

4.4

4
x
5
x
x
x
10
11
x

1
x
0
x
x
x
1
0
x

Determination of Depth

A depth of a clause is related with the depth in
syntactic tree. In other words, as the depth is
larger, the parsing of that-clause must be
conducted earlier. By the depth of clauses, we
can determine the ranges of sub-sentences and
the sequence of translation of clauses. A depth of
a slot can be obtained based on dependency list.
If the dependency link of the slot exists, the depth
of slot i is the summation of the depth of the slot
which
the
link
points
to
and
dependency[i].depend. The algorithm of
determining the depth of slot i is as follows.
depth[-1] = 0;
if exist dependency[i].link
depth[i]=depth[dependency[i].link]+
dependency[i].depend;
else
depth[i]=depth[i-1];
(In above, index ‘-1’ is the index of virtual slot
indicating the beginning of a sentence.)

The following is the example about the
sentence in section 4.1
Figure 2. Linking main verbs to starting point of its clause.

The method of determining the dependency of
a main verb which is i-th slot is as follows.
- dependency[i].link = the slot index of the
right-most starting point which isn’t linked to its
main verb in the left-side starting points.
- dependency[i].depend = 0;

The following is an example of the
dependency analysis of the sentence in section
4.1, where ‘x’ represents no link.
[Result
index
0 /n
1 /C
2V
3p
4V

of Dependency Analysis]
link
depend
-1
0
0
1
1
0
x
x
0
0

[Calculation of
index link
-1
0 /n
-1
1 /C
0
2V
1
3p
x
4V
0
5 /C
4
6n
x
7V
5
8n
x
9C
x
10 n
x
11 /C 10
12 V 11
13 p
x

Depth]
depend
0
1
0
x
0
1
x
0
x
x
x
1
0
x

depth[-1]+0 =
depth[0]+1 =
depth[1]+0 =
depth[2] =
depth[0]+0 =
depth[-1]+0 =
depth[5] =
depth[5]+0 =
depth[7] =
depth[8] =
depth[9] =
depth[10]+1 =
depth[11]+0 =
depth[12] =

depth
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

Figure 3. Partitioning by the depth
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Sentence Partitioning

For the partitioning, we first detect the range of
simple sentence, and then the range of wider
clause by stages. It is achieved by recognizing the
range according to the sequence that the depth is
higher.
The method of recognizing only simple
sentence has some advantages. Because the range
of the simple sentence is not affected by the
dependency of clauses, it is safe though there are
some errors in clausal dependency analysis. Also,
it is easy to describe a pattern for translating
sentence pattern in which simple sentence
reduced. In a sentence, simple sentence is defined
as a clause which doesn’t have that-clause or
relative-clause for next clause. But, the method
of the recognizing only simple sentence has a
problem that it cannot reduce the length of
sentence enough in case the input sentence is
extraordinarily long. So, additional recognition
of a sub-sentence with wider range is necessary,
and it can be achieved by using depth.
Figure 3 shows such stages. In the figure, from
the first number line, each line means slot index,
slot pattern, dependency link and relation and the
depth. The ranges of simple sentence are (1,3),
(11,13), which represent pairs of the starting slot
index and ending slot index of simple sentences.
The sentence pattern in which simple sentences
are reduced is ‘nCsVCnVnCs’. And the range of
the clause with 2-depth range is (5,13). Then the
sentence pattern results in ‘nCsVCs’. Like this,
the sub-sentence ranges are obtained by detecting
the ranges with locally maximum depth.
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Experimental Results

We use 108 sentences extracted from CNN news
scripts as test sentences. Only 30 word-long
sentences are selected. The average number of
clause of the test sentences is 3.04, and the
average depth of the test sentences is 0.7. The test
sentences are analyzed by our method and
compared to correct answers analyzed manually.
In the experiment, the clausal structure analysis
is performed. And the sub-sentence range is
extracted according to the depth by stages. For
the first step, the ranges of simple sentences,
which have the deepest depth, is extracted. The
precision of recognizing all simple sentences is
85.2%. For the next step, the ranges of
sub-sentence which cover 2-depth ranges are
extracted in the clauses with a deeper depth than
0, and the precision is 79.3%. As predicted, the
precision of the ranges of a wider clause is lower
than that of narrower one.
The Figure 4 shows the patitioning points and
the depth of each slot about the input sentence
“The school has been secured and there is little
else that anyone can do now to help the situation,
except to stay away and let the sheriff's office
contact you.”. From the result, simple sentence
ranges such as (0,1), (6,10), (11,15) are extracted
and 2-depth range such as (2,10) is extracted.
The errors are mainly caused by parallel noun
phrases, included clauses, and verb phrases
connected by the conjunction ‘and’. And there
are also an ambiguity such as whether the word
‘that’ is used as sub-ordinate conjunction, or as
relative pronoun, and whether the word ‘who’ is
used as a relative, or as a interrogative. It should
be noticed that the experiment is performed on

the assumption that the result of the tagging and
partial parsing is correct. So, if we consider the
tagging and partial parsing, the accuracy of
whole processing will be considerably lower.
There is some difficulty in the quantitive
comparison with other sentence partitioning
methods, because the goal and the final result is
somewhat diffrent, but for the present, we can
point out the fact that we use more information
including the DB pattern for the ellipsis of a
conjunction than other methods.

Figure 4. A result of partitioning

7

Conclusion

For more efficient and high-quality translation of
a long sentence, we develop a method of
partitioning the long sentence. Our method
analyzes the clausal structure effectively by the
whole sentence pattern information. Then,
adequate sub-sentence ranges are extracted from
by stages.
Experimentally, our partitioning
of simple sentence shows 85.2% accuracy. With
the partitioning, we can reduce the length and the
syntactic ambiguity of sentence to translate. So,
we can enhance the quality and coverage of
translation.
Future works are as follow: (1) We should
develop more systematic method for analyzing
the clausal coordination and noun phrase
coordination. (2) The describing method of the
DB pattern for the ellipsis of conjunction need to
be enhanced in the feature description. (3) The
objective criterion evaluating our method should
be developed.
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